
Memo to File 
Grand Hotel Proposal (225 Jarvis St.) 
 
Notes from meeting  
 
Proposal  

 A 45-storey condo tower to be adjacent but attached to the existing 13-storey hotel 
containing 541 residential units, 177 hotel units, restaurant space and 421 underground 
parking places 

 6 townhouses added on the George St. side (starting at south end) 

 2 additional levels of underground parking (there are two currently so the total will be 4 
underground levels) 

 Total of 421 parking spaces 

 Projecting balconies on each face of the tower 

 The lower floors will change dramatically 

 A 6-storey podium on the south side and front (Jarvis) side.   

 A 4-storey podium then podium is increased to 6 stories on the north and George St. 
sides. 

 The podium will be built out to the property line in all directions. 
 The hotel space would now be located on floors 1 to 7 (existing hotel is 13 stories).  
 The residential space would be located on floors 1 to 4 and 8 to 45 in the form of 

apartment units.  

 Parking and loading would be accessed from a private, completely covered driveway 
aligned along the north property line that would connect to Jarvis and George Street.  

 This private driveway will be covered by a cantilever design of the Podium.   

 The hotel will remain open during construction 

 Construction will take 3 – 4 years. 
 
The overall plan looks wonderful at first glance.  It’s not until you get into the details does the 
full story emerge. 
 
On the Jarvis St. side: 

 The gardens will disappear 

 The lower levels (6 story podium) will be built right out to the edge of the City sidewalk. 
 
On the George St. side: 

 The “main” garage exit/entrance will be at the north end of the property (adjacent to 270 
George  - Glen’s House) 

 This is the entrance for all delivery, garbage trucks etc. thus the traffic will increase 
dramatically on George St because there will be hundreds more residential units.  They 
can also enter via the Jarvis entrance but I believe more will enter off George because 
it’s not nearly as busy as Jarvis 

 The podium will be 4 stories high then increased to 6 stories (almost twice as high as 
Glen’s house) built right up to the property line (that is, to the existing fence line) along 



Glen’s property.   This podium wall will be solid brick or concrete – once again twice as 
high as Glen’s house. 

. 
 
On the south side: 

 The podium will be a 4 stories high solid wall (no windows) next to the Georgian Homes 
on George then becoming 6 stores as it comes towards Jarvis St. - right to the property 
line of the Jarvis St. Historical Homes. 

 There will be a small indent for a few plants – then the podium wall becomes 6 stories 
 
Personal observations:  

 With the  solid walls on the south and north side, it will be prison-like   

 I foresee long lines of large truck traffic waiting to deliver goods or empty garbage.  As it 
is now, it’s quite ridiculous how many trucks stand idling, waiting to access the loading 
docks and garbage bins. 

 I don’t see how the hotel can remain open during construction.  Who in their right mind 
would rent a hotel room.  How can they dig two levels deeper and not impact the hotel.  
I believe that Amexon is using “keeping the hotel open” as a lever to get approval for 
their proposal.  

 
In summary the negative aspects seem to be: 

 The height of the podium on all four sides 

 Building of the podium right to the property lines 

 The visual impact as you walk north past the historical homes – no transition 

 No garage doors on either the George or Jarvis street entrances (the street folk will 
make it their new home). 

 The north and south neighbours (Ron and Glen) will lose considerable light to their 
patios and rear gardens (because of the 6-storey wall) 

 Glen will lose any light from his south-facing windows  

 Glen will have no access for roof repairs and the like.  Currently he arranges to use the 
surface parking lot.  His home will be walled in. 
 

 
The one positive is that the tower appears to be quite beautiful. 
 
If more details are needed, the plans and documents submitted (scroll to the page end and 
click on supporting documentation):  
http://app.toronto.ca/DevelopmentApplications/associatedApplicationsList.do?action=init&folde
rRsn=3721117 
  
The preliminary report: 
http://www.toronto.ca/legdocs/mmis/2015/te/bgrd/backgroundfile-80925.pdf 
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